Clara Schumann was one of history’s great artists and
virtuosos, but her identity as an individual artist is often eclipsed by
her relationships with her husband Robert and Johannes Brahms.
Her work as a composer,influenced by her formidable concert career
and powerful technique, is fascinating in its own right.
Her G Minor Sonata was never published in her lifetime, nor is there
any record of her performing the work in public. Even today, it is
rarely heard. Its lack of public or professional attention raises a key
question: why did this major work, written by one of the century’s
most famous and well-connected artists, never receive an outing in
the public eye? To solve this mystery is to dive into the musical
environment in which the sonata was written, to examine the
relationship between Clara and Robert Schumann, and to honor
Clara’s legacy with a performance of her little-heard piano sonata.
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